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How we did it
The services were built to align with CESG cloud security policy, safeguarding DVSA customers’ personal data and
protecting the national-infrastructure digital services from cyber-attack, ensuring the ongoing continuity of the MOT
scheme and the businesses which rely upon it. The adoption of cloud has enabled DVSA to continue to harness cuttingedge technologies and advancement, be that to achieve cost-optimisation and scalability by utilising serverless
technologies such as AWS Lambda, or to enhance business capability through incorporating AI technologies for fraud
detection, or to increase service availability through adopting blue/green deployments enabling zero downtime and
rapid deployments. The services were delivered using a large-scale distributed agile model, integrating DVSA staff into
the teams to support DVSA enablement.

Outcomes
Cost savings: DVSA operating costs have
reduced by 50%, on track to save DVSA
£100m over 10 years.

Improve MOT testing quality and efficiency:
MOT test times have been reduced by 1-2
minutes, saving the economy £42 million
pounds in lost productivity.

MOT fraud reduction: “Hit rates” have tripled
since the risk-rating tool’s introduction,
supporting the removal of dangerous
garages from the MOT scheme.

Futureproof: the services are robust and
scalable, allowing DVSA to meet changing
business needs.

Improve MOT on-time compliance: Get
MOT Reminders Service improves on-time
compliance by 50% for motorists who were
late the year before.

Modernisation: the services are
compatible across all modern devices,
modernising the MOT industry and
improving user experience.

Organisational agility: ability to rapidly
implement business-critical changes, recently
demonstrated by support of COVID-19 efforts
extending MOTs by 6 months. Which, from
decision to implementation, took two days.

Kainos and DVSA continue their partnership on MOT with Kainos providing support to establish an in-house digital
continuous improvement capability. Kainos has also recently completed a digital modernisation of the driving test
(moving from a manual paper process to a hybrid app on iPad Pros, supporting 2 million tests per year) underpinned by
cloud technology. The service shortens driving license issue time from weeks to days and substantially reduces backoffice admin overhead and the associated costs. Kainos and DVSA are now embarking on the digital transformation of
the driving theory test, which will enable DVSA to rapidly update and improve the test, supporting UK citizens throughout
a lifetime of safe driving.

“

Kainos’s expertise has guided us throughout our journey adopting cloud technologies into our
core business functions of the MOT, driving test and theory test. DVSA rely on cloud technologies
to provide us with the organisational agility to adapt and keep pace with the rapid development
of the vehicle industry.
Alex Fiddes
Head of Digital Operations, DVSA
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